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The BILCO Company
Thermally Broken Roof Hatch

T

he BILCO Company’s Thermally

products for commercial and residential

Broken Roof Hatch sets a new

construction markets.

standard for energy efficient

rooftop access. The product features an

SPECIALTY ACCESS PRODUCTS

innovate frame and cover design that

The BILCO Company continues to

minimizes heat transfer between interior

be the industry leader in the design

and exterior surfaces to resist harmful

and manufacture of specialty access

condensation and aluminum construction

products. In order to better serve

for corrosion resistance. Thermally

its customers, BILCO has added

Broken Roof Hatches are designed with

manufacturing facilities and strategic

3” of polyisocyanurate insulation for

distribution throughout the world,

superior energy efficiency and an industry

along with establishing an extensive

high R-value of 20.3, which is in line with

international network of factory-trained

modern roofing systems. A special cover

representatives. These representatives,

and curb mounted EPDM gasket system

combined with BILCO’s highly skilled

minimizes air infiltration for optimum

and dedicated personnel, ensure a level

wind resistance. Products are available in

of customer service that is unequaled

a number of standard sizes to meet any

in the industry. As the leader in design

access requirement.

innovation, many of BILCO’s products
incorporate features for which numerous

COMPANY NOTABLES

U.S. and international patents have been

The BILCO Company has served the

issued. Years of engineering experience,

building industry since 1926. During

coupled with manufacturing facilities

these years it has built a reputation

utilizing the most modern equipment

among architects, engineers, specifiers,

available, allows BILCO to design and

and the construction trades for

fabricate access products for virtually

dependability and for products that are

every application.

unequaled in design and workmanship.

The BILCO Company is committed

BILCO, a wholly owned subsidiary of

to producing access products that

AmesburyTruth, which is a division

are unequaled in quality, design, and

of Tyman PLC, has been a pioneer in

workmanship. BILCO products are

the development of specialty access

fabricated to consistently high-quality
standards to ensure complete customer
satisfaction. As part of its commitment,
BILCO has implemented a LEAN
manufacturing quality and continuous
improvement system that has achieved

THE BILCO COMPANY
HAS SERVED THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY
SINCE 1926, BEING
A PIONEER IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
SPECIALTY ACCESS
PRODUCTS FOR
COMMERCIAL
AND RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION
MARKETS.

ISO 9001 certification.
For more information,
call 800.366.6530, or visit
www.bilco.com.
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BN Products-USA
S

triving to supply Quality Products

of manual and power tools designed

is commonly used to cut threaded rod

Engineered with Intelligence

to provide contractors with the best

because you’ll be able to freely spin a nut

and Imagination, BN Products-

options available for cutting, bending and

over the cut end of the rod.

USA™ has developed complete product

tying rebar.

lines to outfit the professional concrete

Bending rebar requires specialized
equipment in shops and on the jobsite;

contractor. With our end-to-end catalog

REBAR CUTTING & BENDING TOOLS

BN Products-USA offers an array of

of tools to bend, cut, and secure rebar,

Electric-hydraulic rebar shears have

quality, heavy-duty electro-mechanical

we support the needs of the construction

proven to be the most cost-effective

bending machines. The engineering of

pro with numerous innovative tools and

and efficient tools for safely and quickly

each of our rebar bender models are

supplies for the jobsite. In addition, BN

cutting almost all rebar sizes. The DC-

uniquely designed for varying rebar

Products-USA is committed to helping

20WH is the most popular rebar cutter

capacities. Options include bending

our distributors and their customers grow

sold in the USA, due to continuous

multiple rods simultaneously, and some

their bottom line by providing high-quality

enhancement since its debut in 1972,

models are equipped with pre-set angle

tools at competitive prices, based on our

leading to more power, lighter weight,

locks and foot-pedal controls. Moreover,

strong values of integrity and superior

and extreme durability. Our product line

we provide professional tools at a low

customer service.

includes nine unique, portable hydraulic

price—expanding the market for smaller

cutting tools, each optimized for cutting

contractors at a price point to afford

the construction wholesale market for

different rebar sizes ranging from #5

the best tools for the job. We also offer

more than four decades, with a primary

(16mm) to #10 (32mm) Grade 60 rebar.

the venerable MBC-16B1 manual cutter/

focus on concrete construction products

Additionally, our cutters include both

bender combination tool—a best seller

and equipment.

corded and battery-powered models for

that quickly completes smaller jobs.

BN Products-USA, LLC has served

Our product lines have also grown to
include portable jobsite generators—both

almost any application.
Some contractors prefer the innovative

REBAR TYING TOOLS

conventional gas-powered and inverter

Cutting Edge Saw™, available in cordless

BN Products released its next-gen

units, award-winning safety tools for

and corded models to cut rebar up to

BNT-X Series rebar tiers in 2019, after

building and tearing down concrete

size #8 (25mm), featuring a protective

success with the original BNT Series

forms, power mixers and mixing stations,

blade shroud and adjustable handles that

tiers. This series offers professional-

pneumatic nail guns, concrete anchors,

allow for cutting in tight spaces and flush

quality tying with three sizes to choose

and drywall sanders. These product

surface-cutting. The cuts are so clean

from, at an affordable price that beats

lines supplement the combination

using this cold-cutting saw, that this tool

our competition, matching quality and
durability. A full set of accessories are
available—from extension arms for tying
floor mats to holsters, with replacement
wire options designed for our machines,
including poly-coated and Made-in-USA
wire products.

Visit www.bnproducts.com
to view our complete product line,
or scan the code in our ad
to view the
BN Products-USA™
2022 Construction Tools Catalog.
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Express Blower, Inc.
The Inventor. The Innovator. The Standard.

E

xpress Blower, Inc. leads the

there is year-round green roof material

THE DISTINCTIVE TR-HD

pneumatic blower truck market

installation and playground safety surface

The model TR-HD is a compact trailered

with innovation, state-of-the-

“refreshing” before and throughout the

unit with all the power of the Express

school year.

Blower full-size TM-45HD and TM-

art systems, and practical experience,
resulting in a greater number of large-

Because of the machine’s production

70HD models. Aggregates and rooftop

size machines working in the field today

capabilities, you can naturally increase

soil mixes can be blown vertically 20

than any other manufacturer. The mantra,

the number of jobs completed in a day

stories or more depending upon product

“We are selling a business, not just a

while increasing your opportunity for

and project parameters. The TR-HD’s

piece of equipment,” is ingrained in

repeat business by delivering a quick,

relatively small footprint makes it easy to

Express Blower’s culture and is reflected

consistent, professional service.

maneuver in congested areas; perfect for

in the equipment and customer service
provided to its customers.

urban green roofs or any project where

THE EB-60HO HIGH OUTPUT MODEL

there are continuous onsite loading

Did we mention innovation? The newest

capabilities. THE TR-HD: COMPACT.

PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE BOTTOM LINE

member of the EB equipment family is

HEAVY DUTY. ROCK SOLID. See

the High Output (HO) model designed

www.expressblower.com/products for a

With Express Blower machines, reduce

around the tried-and-true EB-60 model.

complete listing of all available models.

the number of workers required for

The EB-60HO is similar in blowing

labor intensive, lower margin jobs such

capabilities to our MD models and is the

DYNAMIC USED EQUIPMENT MARKET

as mulching. The rest of the crew is

most powerful of our PTO configured

Express Blower machines are built to

now available to do more profitable

machines. Lighter weight than any MD

last, and this longevity has resulted

work, such as irrigation or landscape

model and with greater capacity than a

in a vigorous used equipment market.

construction. EB equipment also helps

TM-45MD, the EB-60HO gives you better

Recognizing that building new machines

take the seasonal nature out of many

payload which means more money in

plus refurbishing used machines could

businesses’ workflow. While spring

your pocket! This machine also has better

strain factory and personnel capacity,

may be the busy season for landscape

ground clearance than the standard

EB partnered with Conveyor Application

mulching, erosion control projects may

EB-60, has no auxiliary engine for easier

Systems, LLC (CAS) to assist in the

pick up in autumn with work sometimes

maintenance, and is available with our

refurbishment and sale of used EB

continuing throughout winter. Then

new 250-gallon water system.

machines. CAS is a Rexius Forest ByProducts company which is the inventor
of EB machines and the creator of
Express Blower, Inc. Their knowledge
and experience are a great asset for
this market. While customers speak
directly with the EB sales team when
purchasing new or used equipment,
CAS is responsible for securing the used
equipment inventory and refurbishing the
machines to get them in sellable condition.
See www.usedblowertrucks.com for
current inventory.

Performance may vary depending on type and quality of material used, operator proficiency, and jobsite setup, requirements, and specifications. Express Blower,
Terraseeding, and the Express Blower design logo are trademarks of Express Blower, Inc.
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Isuzu F-Series

Three Models, Two Classes, One Smart Choice

D

o you need more power and

SMOOTH POWER

payload to maximize your trucks’

Every 2022 Isuzu F-Series model is

allows you to see objects much closer

productivity? But you need

The Isuzu low cab forward design

equipped with the most powerful version

to the front of the truck than any

excellent maneuverability and visibility for

of the Cummins B6.7 Efficiency Series

conventional cab. With new standard LED

navigating tight urban spaces? And you

engine. Under constant improvement

headlamps, 2022 Isuzu F-Series trucks

need it all with a low cost of ownership?

for nearly 40 years, well over 12 million

give you greater visibility than ever.

There is no need to compromise. Isuzu

Cummins B-series engines have been

introduced its new F-Series trucks, now

sold. This legendary 6.7-L, inline six-

cab with its multiple storage spaces,

available in both Class 6 and, new for

cylinder diesel powerplant produces

work surfaces, and standard amenities,

2022, Class 7 models.

260 hp and 660 lb-ft of torque.

Isuzu F-Series trucks allow you to be as

With the driver-friendly Isuzu Hexapod

comfortable as you are productive.

THREE MODELS IN TWO CLASSES
Class 6 FTR

25,950-lb GVWR and 19,000-lb rear GAWR

THE ISUZU DIFFERENCE
Like all Isuzu trucks, the new F-Series
range offers such peace-of-mind
features as:

Class 6 FVR Derate
Class 7 FVR

25,950-lb GVWR and 21,000-lb rear GAWRw
33,000-lb GVWR and 21,000-lb rear GAWR

• Outstanding basic limited warranty
protection

• 24/7 roadside assistance for the
length of your warranty

• Genuine Isuzu OEM parts, and also
All models:

The Cummins B6.7 is mated to a

Isuzu FleetValue parts, priced to

smooth-shifting automatic 6-speed

compete with aftermarket parts

Allison Rugged Duty Series transmission

but engineered to meet Isuzu’s

152 to 248 inches, accommodating

(2550 Series with park pawl for FTR,

stringent specifications

bodies from 14 to 30 ft in length

2500 Series with no park pawl for FVR).

• Available in eight wheelbases, from

• Can be equipped with air suspension
• Offer a 50- or 100-gallon fuel tank
• Come in a Standard Cab

Allison RDS transmissions are noted for

GET MORE INFO

their seamless transfer of power from

Isuzu F-Series trucks are sold and

the engine to the asphalt. Together,

serviced by Isuzu’s network of nearly 300

configuration with three-across

the robust Cummins/Allison powertrain

dealerships across all 50 states.

seating

provides an optimum blend of power, fuel
economy, and reliability.

All F-Series trucks feature the Isuzu low

Isuzu Commercial Truck of America
invites you to visit www.isuzucv.com or
contact your nearest Isuzu dealership to

cab forward (LCF) design perfected over

DESIGNED FOR PRODUCTIVITY

discover for yourself why the new Isuzu

more than 60 years. The LCF design’s

As with all Isuzu trucks, the FTR and

F-Series trucks—with three models in two

longer cab-to-axle (CA) dimension

FVR offer superb maneuverability,

classes—are the one smart choice for you.

provides Isuzu F-Series trucks with more

visibility, and comfort. Drivers will

cargo capacity versus conventional

appreciate the 50-degree inner wheel

For more information,

cab competitors with a comparable

cut that gives the Isuzu F-Series class-

visit www.isuzucv.com.

wheelbase. This gives you more

leading turning diameters between

flexibility in body application choices

43.7 ft (for 152-inch wheelbase

to accommodate heavier or bulkier

models) and 65 ft (for models with the

cargo loads.

248-inch wheelbase).
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Isuzu Diesel
Caring People Providing The Power Behind It All

I

n a world of uncertainty, Isuzu is
here to support your North American
power requirements, from agricultural,

industrial, medical and construction, by
providing environmentally responsible
and critical power products for your
specific applications.
Isuzu’s newest available power
when needed, has become even more
important today, with unpredictable
hurricanes, tornadoes, and storms in all
parts of the United States. Isuzu Open
GenSet Power Units can help put standby
power solutions into your customers

4H Series 5.2L, 4 Cylinder, 127.5 kW (171 HP)

hands faster for multiple generator
applications. These Tier 4 Certified, 4J

ALTERNATIVE FUEL POWER UNITS
AND DUAL-FUEL POWER UNITS

Units, branded under Isuzu REDTech™️,

Series 3.0L, 4 Cylinder, 70.8 kW (95
HP) @ 1800 RPM and 4H Series 5.2L,

In a world of clean fuel requirements, the

efficient power for existing and new

4 Cylinder, 127.5 kW (171 HP) @ 1800

Isuzu Alternative Fuel Engines and Power

applications. From 6.7kW to 397kW,

RPM open GenSet Power Units provide

Units use natural gas or propane and can

these Engines and Power Units use the

pre-tested and over 90% validated ready

be equipped with a Dual-Fuel System to

latest after treatment DOC or DOC+SCR,

power. This can save time, money, and

simply reconfigure the fuel source and

with vertical or horizontal SCR for design

resources, for generator- and alternator-

eliminate downtime. These Dual-Fuel

flexibility. Every Isuzu Engine or Power

end manufactures. Isuzu’s designs are

Power Units are being recognized as

Unit is precision tuned for its highest

versatile with an SCR over-the-flywheel

industry leading for their innovative ability

efficiency, while reducing oil and fuel

and built with common components for

to change from one fuel to another, while

consumption. A long-lasting and robust

multiple configuration options. Including

on location, without shutting down an

fuel injection system incorporates

adjustable skid base cross members for

entire job site to change an available fuel

excellent fuel economy and extended

bolt-on flexibility. Plus, these units offer

source. For example, in Louisiana where

service life. Stringent criteria to lower

a 5 year/5000 hour Warranty to keep you

higher levels of hurricanes occur and

NVH (noise, vibration, harshness) are

running longer.

natural gas gets interrupted. These Dual-

engineered into every Isuzu product. Each

Fuel Power Units can be switched off and

application is designed to meet customer

restarted with a flip of a switch to easily

specifications and is engineering

change to a readily available propane

validated for each environment. Isuzu

tank to keep your project or emergency

REDTech™ Engines and Power Units with

power running with a clean available

reliable performance, durability, and high

fuel source.

thermal efficiency help reduce downtime.

provide quiet, low maintenance and fuel

All of Isuzu products are supported by

4J Series 3.0L, 4 Cylinder, 70.8 kW (95 HP)
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BUILT TO LAST

Genuine Isuzu Parts, a Distributor and

Isuzu has proven its power solutions

professionals disciplined in engineering,

to be Reliable, Eco-friendly, Durable,

manufacturing, and management

and Technologically Advanced. With

to ensure the right customer power

Tier 4 and Stage V Engines and Power

solutions for their applications.

Dealer network, along with dedicated
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Mi-T-M

New Series of Generators Designed for Maximum Power

N

o matter if it’s a general contract

1-year alternator and 3-year Mi-T-M

job or a large construction project,

engine warranties.

contractors want everything to

Mi-T-M engines have an overhead valve

run smoothly—as smooth as the hum of a

design and feature low oil shutdown,

Mi-T-M generator.

easy start, and are backed by Mi-T-M
replacement parts. These powerful

TRENDS INSPIRE INNOVATION

engines are also featured in the new

Noise restrictions and emission standards

ChoreMaster Series of generators.

are more prominent in the construction

Mi-T-M 8000-watt inverter

The ChoreMaster generators range

industry than ever before. These trends

from 4000 to 10000-watts and are

have influenced the development of

engineered to provide maximum

Mi-T-M’s portable generator line and have

power not only for contractors but for

led to the recent launch of the Mi-T-M

commercial businesses and anyone

inverter and ChoreMaster generators

who needs a dependable power source.

equipped with carbon monoxide (CO)

Each comes with a built-in CO detector

detectors and auto shutdown.

system with auto shutdown if CO levels

Designed to be quiet and powerful,

become unsafe. They offer multiple

the new Mi-T-M inverters range from

voltage capabilities, include idle control,

2000 up to 80000 watts and are powered

USDA/USFS-approved spark arrestors, and

by Mi-T-M OHV engines. They provide

handles and wheels for portability. The

commercial AC power for sensitive

wraparound powder coated steel frames

electronic equipment and are perfect for

stand up to tough jobsite environments

charging and powering equipment on

and each model includes 1-year alternator

jobsites. A parallel port box accessory

and 3-year engine warranties.

allows contractors to connect two

Mi-T-M 3500-watt inverter

inverters together to utilize the power

BUILT TO PERFORM

of both units at once, improving a job’s

Time is money and contractors look

efficiency—a priority when completing

for equipment that can help complete

time sensitive contracts.
The hand-carry 2000 and

projects quickly and efficiently. Mi-T-M
portable generators are designed with

2500-watt inverters are

contractors in mind, provide consistent

lightweight and feature

and reliable power for a multitude of tools

GFCI protected receptacles.

and can be moved from one job to the

The 3500-watt model has

next effortlessly. They’re built to perform

an open frame design and

and built to last.

takes accessibility to the

Mi-T-M Corporation is an employee

next level while providing

owned company located in Peosta,

clean power. The 4000

Iowa. For more than 50 years, Mi-T-M

and 8000-watt inverters

has manufactured high quality and

include electric start, as

dependable industrial equipment.

well as handles and wheels
for portability. Their lighted digital
displays show voltage, hertz, run hours,
Mi-T-M 6500-watt ChoreMaster Generator
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to Solaris
get theAttachments
job done right!
Why
you
should
add
Solaris
to
your
bucket
list
We& have theRAKES
attachments
to get the
MANUAL
& GRAPPLES

We have theA
attachments
PREMIUM
EXCAVATORto get the job

HYDRAULIC THUMBS

t Solaris Attachments, we offer

With excavators, one can get a whole lot

you 100% US-Made Buckets,

more creative as far as buckets, grapples

made with North American Steel.

and other attachments are concerned,

Our buckets are made with pride and care

that’s why we offer a large variety of

in North Carolina. We offer buckets for

different buckets and attachments for

BUCKETS

PREMIUM EXCAVATOR
BUCKETS

the smallest excavator, up to the largest
all size excavators, including grading
Our premium Excavator and Backhoe buckets
excavators on the planet.
buckets, cable buckets, screening buckets,
are specifically engineered to handle clay, gravel,
We
offer three
categories
of applications.
trapezoidal buckets, and the list goes on…
compacted
soil, and
loose rock
Our
premiumbuckets:
Excavator and Backhoe buckets
digging
It’s important to remember that each
• Buckets available in standard duty, heavy duty and
are specifically
engineered
to handle clay, gravel,
• Standard
Duty
bucket
and grapple can be coupled with a
extreme duty versions
compacted soil, and loose rock applications.
• Heavy
Dutyfor ALL makes and models of backhoes
quick coupler, a tiltrotator or anything else
• Available
Premium excavator buckets

• Buckets available in standard duty, heavy duty and
•extreme
Extreme
Duty
andduty
excavators
versions

to add more functionality and efficiency to

• Standard
9” to 72”
• Available
for ALLWidths
makes from
and models
of backhoes
There
are hundreds of excavator
and•excavators
Constructed of wear-resistant steel

not sure what is right for you, visit our

bucket
manufacturers
• Standard
Widths from 9”around
to 72” the world,
• Customized buckets built to
each
advertising
that
they
have the best
• Constructed
of
wear-resistant
steel
your specifications
excavator
bucket
tobuilt
offer
• Customized
buckets
to you. So, how
• Reasonable lead times!
doyour
youspecifications
make the right choice for an
• Made in the U.S.A.!
•
Reasonable
lead times!
excavator bucket?
In short—you get what

your existing bucket or grapple. If you’re
Solution Center and let us know what
problems you are confronting on your
project, and we will offer you the right

solution! Don’t forget about our financing
TILT BUCKETS, V-BUCKETS, SCANDI,
options whether you are looking for
• Made
the We
U.S.A.!
SHALLOW PROFILE BUCKETS,
CRIBBING
you
payinfor.
offer you top quality at a
purchase financing or leasing equipment,
reasonable
price.
We
back
up
our
buckets
we can take care of you!
BUCKETS & OTHER SPECIALTY BUCKETS
DITCHING/CLEANOUT withSKELETON
a 1-year warranty and BUCKETS
the best
Due to a well-staffed production
customer service onBUCKETS
the planet.
line and expert management, we offer
DITCHING/CLEANOUT
&
GRADING BUCKETS SKELETON
reasonable lead times.

& GRADING BUCKETS
Specialty buckets

The questions you need to ask yourself
before you call us are:

• What do you need to accomplish
with your excavator bucket?

• Does your excavator offer the
breakout force necessary for the size
bucket you want and the load it will
carry?

• Do you need a digging bucket,

Among the many buckets we carry,
we offer:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digging (Tooth) Buckets
Cleanout (Ditching) Buckets
Grading Buckets
V-Buckets (Trapezoid)
Cribbing Buckets (trenching)
Skeleton Buckets
Power-Tilt Buckets (hydraulic tilt)

ditching bucket or grading bucket?

• What job does it need to perform?
• What is your budget for an excavator
bucket?

For more information, visit
www.solarisattachments.com
or call 888.754.3609.

Solaris Buckets Catalog.indd 5

3/11/22 2:01 PM
Contractors and dealers should also keep in mind that excavator attachments often take longer to prepare
and deliver than skid steer attachments.
While a skid steer offers a universal quick-attach plate, every make and model of excavator has a different configuration at the end of the stick or
boom. Therefore, it takes time to prepare a hook up on an excavator attachment that will fit your configuration just right. We will usually ask you
what type of quick coupler your excavator may have. If you have a pin-grabber instead of a quick-coupler on your excavator, we will ask you for
Solaris Buckets Catalog.indd measurements
4
3/11/22 2:01 PMSo, please make sure to allow for extra
of your pin diameters, distance between your pins, and a couple of other measurements.
laris Buckets Catalog.indd time
4
3/11/22 2:01 PM
when ordering an excavator attachment.
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Super Products LLC
Vacuum Trucks

S

uper Products LLC, an Alamo

is hit every 6 minutes causing power and

hazardous and nonhazardous liquid and

Group Company, is a prominent

utility disruption, injuries, or death. Digging

semi liquid waste. For hazardous waste

manufacturer of vacuum trucks.

safer and smarter means utilizing vacuum

or oil spills, liquid vacuum trucks are

Super Products is at the cutting edge

excavation. Due to the precision and non-

essential to collect and store materials

of vacuum truck development featuring

destructive nature of using compressed air

quickly to prevent contamination or

advanced technology and customized

or pressurized water, underground utilities

entrance to local waterways.

solutions driven by customer needs.

can be uncovered safely.

Additionally, the company has a broad

DOWNTIME IS NOT AN OPTION

nationwide network with representatives

Camel® Max Series Combination Sewer

Super Products’ staff is available

supporting contractors, dealers

Cleaners are the most versatile combo

around the clock to support your parts

supporting municipalities and eight rental

units in the industry allowing operators

and service needs. Parts are stocked

facilities supporting short- and long-term

to tackle a variety of applications with

at each rental facility, as well as its

rentals, parts, and service.

jetting, vacuuming, and excavating.

Wisconsin distribution center, and can

Whether addressing emergency situations

be shipped anywhere in the country for

EFFICIENT AND PROGRESSIVE

or performing maintenance, municipalities

next-day delivery. Additionally, service

Innovation is at the forefront of everything

and contractors depend on reliable and

centers at each rental facility are

Super Products does. All units are

efficient equipment to get the job done.

capable of maintenance, repairs, and full

engineered for a variety of applications

refurbishments on all makes and models

and designed with the operator in

Supersucker Industrial Vacuum Loaders

of heavy-duty vacuum trucks, not just

mind while being recognized for high

offer an ideal and safe solution for waste

Super Products equipment. Whether it

quality, durability, and ease of operation.

removal and bulk material recovery. Using

is a small job or a complex repair, Super

Super Products gives you access to the

high-power airflow to suck up debris, the

Products is there to minimize downtime

industry’s most efficient and progressive

Supersucker will leave your jobsite spotless.

and get your truck back up and running.

cleaners, industrial vacuum loaders, truck-

SuperJet® Truck Mounted Jetters blast

PARTNER WITH SUPER PRODUCTS

mounted jetters, and liquid vacuum trucks

debris to clear blockages and maintain

When it comes to vacuum trucks, Super

on the market today.

sewer lines with the industry’s strongest

Products has the support network and

and smoothest single piston water pump

products to keep your team running

when vacuuming extraction is not required.

strong. Contact Super Products today for

®

vacuum excavators, combination sewer

Mud Dog® Vacuum Excavators are
designed to meet the challenges of

any of your vacuum truck needs.

compact, urban projects to large-scale

Durasucker Liquid Vacuum Trucks are

excavation. In North America, a utility line

DOT certified to collect and transport
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Trinity Highway

Delivering Roadway Solutions for Almost 50 years

I

n 1973, Trinity manufactured and sold

U.S., Canada, Mexico, and to more than

Yodock branded traffic control products

its first piece of galvanized guardrail.

100 international markets.

that are made in the USA, and tested

Since then, Trinity Highway has become

to FHWA requirements. The water-filled

the preeminent manufacturer of guardrail,

SETTING THE STANDARD

barricades can be accessorized to meet

cable and steel longitudinal barriers,

Trinity Highway has set the standard in

a variety of traffic control applications

crash cushions, truck and trailer mounted

delivering roadway solutions for almost

including vertical construction, airports,

attenuators, water-filled barricades, sign

50 years. Our unparalleled reputation for

crowd control at events or recreational

supports, flexible delineators, and other

innovative highway products is achieved

facilities, and perimeter security or

roadway products. The acquisitions

with manufacturing facilities strategically

emergency response for military and

of industry leading brands including

located across the United States and the

government agencies. Yodock products
are offered for sale or rent through Trinity

TRINITY HIGHWAY IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING
SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE AND DELIVERING
QUALITY PRODUCTS.
Energy Absorption, Safe-Hit®, and

ability to custom manufacture products or

Yodock® enable Trinity Highway to offer

quickly adapt to changes in the industry.

a broad range of products tested to

k Wall Company, one of several

and eligible for reimbursement under

Trinity brands, pioneered the water-

established federal crash test standards.

filled barricade industry nearly 30 years

Our products are sold throughout the

ago. Trinity Highway continues to offer
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Highway Rentals.
For more informationon the
Trinity Highway family of products,
visit www.trinityhighway.com.

products and services

Alpine

F

or more than 50 years, Alpine

Alpine Rockwheels have special motor

SOIL MIXING

has been a trusted supplier of

protection valves not offered by others

Alpine also offers the most comprehensive

equipment for the construction,

on the market.

line of excavator mounted SOIL MIXING

underground, and environmental

attachments for soil remediation,

sectors. Alpine specializes in hydraulic

MATERIAL PROCESSING

stabilization, and solidification activities.

drum cutter attachments with its

Complement the ROCKWHEEL tools with

Save time and money with in-situ

premier ROCKWHEEL product line,

the ROCKCRUSHER and ROCKSCREENER

remediation. Equipment options such

allowing for rapid and precise removal

buckets, formerly branded Hartl, for on-

as extension booms, injection piping,

of rock and concrete, and filling the

site material processing. The jaw plates

and depth control are available and

niche between bucket excavation and

on our Rockcrusher crusher bucket uses

customizable for your project.

heavy hammers. These robust tools

the unique Quattro Movement to create

are extremely versatile. Use them

cubical shaped material for optimum

SOLUTION PROVIDER

for trenching, demolition, tunneling,

compaction. The Reverse function

Alpine’s experienced team will always

mining, rock or concrete profiling, and

allows the operator to efficiently remove

strive to identify the optimum solution

for quarry production work. Nothing

jammed material without getting out of

for your project, and is always available

cuts rock or concrete with the precision

the cab. Output sizes range from 0.5 to

for technical support, service, and

of a Rockwheel. They are also suitable

5.0 inches. The Rockcrusher is available

parts. All Alpine products are available

for underwater use. The Rockwheel is

with optional Water Spray Bars for dust

on a rental basis with purchase option.

available for excavators and carriers of

control and Magnet attachments for

Reach out to us at 814.466.7134 or at

all sizes. No case drain line required!

sorting crushed material.

info@alpinecutters.com.
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B2W Software
New Employee App

B

2W Software has expanded its

and it streamlines data transfer for

can be added to the work logs and

ONE Platform with a new mobile

payroll processing.

configurable fields can be created to

application for reporting labor

“A lot of contractors have approached

meet business-specific requirements

hours, productivity, equipment utilization,

us about the challenge of tracking

like recording weather conditions, safety

and other data for individual employees

equipment operators, truck drivers, and

compliance, or other information.

working independently.

other employees that work independent
of crews and supervisors on jobsites,”

BUILT-IN WORKFLOW

B2W EMPLOYEE APP

explains B2W Software founder and CEO

The B2W Employee App includes a built-in

The B2W Employee App is an easy-to-use

Paul McKeon. “We responded with a

workflow for electronic employee sign-off,

solution for recording this information

mobile solution.”

submittal, and validation. Employees can

on individual work logs. The data from

Individuals use the B2W Employee

use the app in a real-time, online mode.

work logs can be combined with similar

App on iOS or Android mobile devices to

They can also create and modify work

data for crew-based employees collected

record hours along with the associated

logs offline and send them to a server

with B2W Track electronic field logs.

projects and tracking accounts.

when a connection is established.

The unified approach gives contractors

Employees can also enter hours

comprehensive reporting on project

for equipment used and production

status as work is being performed

quantities for work performed. Notes

www.mcsmag.com

For more information, visit
www.b2wsoftware.com.
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Dominion Equipment Parts
E

stablished February 1998, family

manufactured by Fiori. Its geographic

owned and operated Dominion

range includes the 48 contiguous United

strong dealer network offering Dominion

Equipment Parts, LLC has been

States, Canada, Mexico, and South and

Rubber Tracks and associated parts,

Central America.

including Yanmar and Morooka. The

in business for more than 20 years. In
just two decades, Dominion has become

One of Dominion’s greatest assets is a

Dominion initially shipped nationwide

network includes United Rentals, the

the OEM provider for Yanmar and

from Richmond, Virginia, its original base

largest rental agency on the continent

Morooka equipment parts, developed its

of operations. To improve delivery times,

with more than 960 locations.

own brand of high-quality rubber track

Dominion established distribution hubs

replacements, and is one of the nation’s

in Dallas and Cincinnati, then added

improving its inventory and distribution

leading track importers, supplying rubber

Jacksonville, Sacramento, Albany, and

capabilities even further, as well as

tracks for 38 crawler equipment brands.

Portland. In 2015, it added a Canadian

supporting the Fiori Group machines it

hub in Leduc, Alberta. Each was chosen

introduced in 2016. The compact, user-

undercarriage parts for top brand

for its logistical efficiency to give the

friendly vehicles increase productivity,

names including Bobcat, Caterpillar,

region’s customers same-day shipping

flexibility, and operator safety in confined

Gehl, Kubota, Takeuchi, and Mustang,

with next-day delivery. Customers who

spaces such as narrow lanes, alleys, and

providing sprockets, rollers, and

choose to can also pick up their tracks

tunnels. They are ideal for working in

idlers. It is the solely authorized North

or parts right from a regional warehouse,

crowded city centers or in environmentally

American distributor of specialized,

since each distribution hub also has a

sensitive habitats and valued landscapes

compact dumpers and concrete trucks

dedicated sales staff.

with restricted access.

Dominion is also a distributor of
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InSite Software
I

nSite Elevation Pro is an easy-touse earthwork take-off and GPS
modeling solution for busy earthwork

estimators. We help businesses

InSite Elevation Pro is like pushing the
‘easy’ button for your earthwork projects.

of all sizes save time and earn
more on commercial, residential, and
landscaping projects.
Quickly and accurately calculate cut
and fill, stripping, strata quantities,
paving and concrete materials, topsoil respread, areas, lengths, trench excavation,
and backfill. High quality graphics and
easy-to-read reports provide hard graphic
evidence of all calculations. InSite also
gives you to the tools to create GPS
machine control and staking files without
the complexity of a CAD program. The
built in CAD viewer allows for easy
import and export of CAD files.
Whether you need to value engineer
a jobsite, provide detail reports, or
provide 3D graphic images, we’ve got
you’ve covered.
We understand you’re busy and
don’t have time to waste. We provide
1:1 onboard training with purchase
to get you up and running quickly.
Support is 7 days a week, so you never
miss a deadline.

“You have ‘knocked it out of the park’
with InSite Elevation Pro. I cannot say
enough good things about the software.
The speed in which the contours,
subgrades, etc. can be entered saves a
major amount of time.”
– Jim, Hammond
Estimating & Consulting, LLC

Visit us online at
www.insitesoftware.com/demo,
email sales@insitesoftware.com, or call
877.746.7483 to request a live demo.

www.mcsmag.com
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Jeffrey Machine Inc.
J

effrey Machine is one of the

to seek out Jeffrey Machine’s services to

in 2001, a second expansion in 2007, and

world’s leading manufacturers

repair augers and other equipment. This

a brand-new inventory/shipping facility in

of foundation and utility drilling

shift marked the beginning of Jeffrey

2021. The Jeffrey Machine Headquarters

Machine as we know it today.

is now over 150,000 square feet. Also,

tools. Founded in 1977 in Birmingham,
Alabama, by brothers Frank and Hugh

“Our customers and employees are the

a satellite location was added in Euless,

“Boodle” Sager, the company continues

key to our success,” says Jeffrey. “We

Texas, in 2017 to better serve the US

to operate under its founding philosophy,

would not have experienced the growth

West Coast.

exceptional customer service, and

and longevity over these last 45 years if it

superior quality products. Today, Jeffrey

weren’t for the long-lasting relationships

on board as the third generation of the

Machine delivers expertly engineered

we have developed with our customers,

Sager family to work at Jeffrey Machine.

and dependable augers, flighting, and

and the amazing team here at the shop.”

tools throughout North America and the
surrounding regions.

In 2019, Gabby Sager officially came

45-YEAR MILESTONE
EXPANSION

As they celebrate a 45-year milestone,

Jeffrey Machine is one of the world’s

Jeffrey Machine is focused on the future

BUILDING & REPAIRING

largest independently owned auger

while holding on to the philosophy-

Jeffrey Sager began working with augers

manufacturers. The company continued

excellent service, excellent employees,

in 1984, first repairing them and later

to expand its footprint as demand for

and excellent products.

rebuilding them. In addition to their tool

their products and services grew. This

and die projects, local contractors began

includes a 20,000 square foot expansion
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Lind Equipment
L

ind Equipment is a world leading

brightness generator powered tower, a

LIND APOLLO UV-C LED LIGHT

manufacturer of portable LED

full-brightness electric powered tower

During the global pandemic, Lind

lighting, hazardous location and

and as a no-glare diffused light tower.

Equipment became aware of the dire

industrial work lighting, portable power,

This innovation in light towers has never

need for a virus and bacteria disinfecting

static grounding, UV-C light, and GFCI

been seen before, an ideal unit suited for

solution. As an innovation award-

products. With more than 70 years

virtually any application. Along side we

winning company, they did what they

of experience providing products for

have the heavy-duty, maintenance-free,

do best, create and innovate. Lind

industrial and hazardous locations, Lind

Beacon978 LED Light Cart that is the most

produced a brand-new decontamination

Equipment is trusted on some of the

competitive light cart on the market today.

product within the first months of the

toughest jobsites in the world.

Each LED light head boasts 22,500 lumens

COVID-19 pandemic, the Lind Apollo

of bright white light while only drawing

UV-C LED light. This affordable and

BEACON LED TOWER

150W of power. These light heads were

easy-to-use solution had a high need in

The 7-time award-winning Beacon LED

derived from the 7-time award-winning

the market and it soon became a much

Tower light has been pivotal in the world

Beacon LED Tower light and constructed

sought-after solution. The Lind Apollo

of temporary portable LED lighting.

with the same cast aluminum housing

light has since won 2 awards for its

Lind Equipment launched the original

and polycarbonate lenses. The LED lights

outstanding achievement during this

Beacon LED Tower in 2017 and since

themselves instantly start-up at full output

unprecedented time.

then, they have created a 3-in-1 asset

and are rated for 50,000 hours of 24/7 use

allowing this tower to work as a full-

while also cool to the touch.

www.mcsmag.com

www.lindequipment.net
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Morooka USA

Rotating Dump Carriers

M

orooka USA, the exclusive

rubber track carrier model with an upper

for customers who may be working on

distributor of Morooka rubber track

structure that rotates a full 360 degrees,

slopes or uneven terrain,” says Byrd.

carriers in the U.S. and Canada,

allowing the operator to deliver a load and

“The extra set of rollers ensure the

has announced that the MST-4000VDR, its

return without spinning the undercarriage.

machine doesn’t budge while dumping,

largest dump carrier with a rotating upper

This feature makes possible easy-in/easy-

no matter the angle.”

structure, will be available later this year.

out maneuvering in tight spaces even

Many attendees of the 2020 CONEXPO will

when carrying a maximum load. It also

Morooka USA is the

remember that the prototype of this rotator-

provides on-target side-dump accuracy,

exclusive distributor of Morooka

type rubber track carrier was on display

allowing an operator to deposit spoil

in the Morooka booth. However, supply

exactly where it is needed.

chain problems delayed the introduction of

David Byrd, Morooka USA vice

rubber track carriers for North and South
America, and manufactures several
models in their Ashland, Virginia,

the MST-4000VDR to the North American

president of marketing, says that

USA facility. Morooka USA distributes

market until this year. Morooka also recently

the company debuted the new MST-

Morooka rubber track carriers through

launched the MST-3000VDR-LC rotator-type

3000VDR-LC rubber track carrier in 2021.

rubber track carrier

This rotator-type carrier has an additional

To find your dealer, go to

set of rollers for improved stability while

www.morookacarriers.com, or call

The MST-4000VDR combines the
utility of North America’s top-selling
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a network of local dealers.

877.667.6652.
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National Construction Rentals
N

ational Construction Rentals
understands the relationships we
build are just as important as the

RENTALS MADE EASY.™

quality of work we put into each project.
It’s with this principle in mind that has
made us become the largest supplier
of Rent-A-Fence, barricades, portable
toilets, hand wash stations, luxury
restrooms, mobile storage containers,
and temporary power in the nation.
For 60 years, National Construction
Rentals has worked with every leading
construction company, supplying
temporary site service solutions to:
Bechtel, Flour, Kiewit, Turner, PCL
Construction, The Shaw Group, Skanska
USA, Clark Group, Jacobs, Foster
Wheeler AG, The Walsh Group, Balfour
Beatty, Whiting-Turner, Tutor Perini Corp.,
CB&I, Gilbane, Hansel Phelps, Mortenson
Construction, McCarthy Construction,
and countless others.
From commercial and residential
construction, to government projects,
public works, and emergency response,
National’s team of experienced
professionals dedicate themselves to
each project until each customer is
satisfied with the results. This was our
goal when we started in 1962. This
is what continues to define who we
are today.
For unparalleled service
and superior customer support,
contact us today at 800.352.5675
for the best in chain link fence,
pedestrian barricades, portable toilets,
hand wash stations, luxury restrooms,
mobile storage containers, and
temporary power solutions.
For more information, visit
rentnational.com.

www.mcsmag.com
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Poseidon Barge, LTD
P

oseidon Barge, LTD specializes in
manufacturing Sectional Barges
used in the heavy construction

industry to float equipment, men, or
materials. Their Sectional Barges are
manufactured in Berne, Indiana, and
are transported via truck. They are used
primarily on inland waterways where

WITH A FOCUS ON QUALITY, INNOVATION, AND
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE, POSEIDON
BARGE CONTINUES TO SET THE BAR HIGH FOR
SUPERIOR PERFORMING SECTIONAL BARGES.

traditional deck barges cannot travel.

DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

continual improvement seperates Poseidon

HULL SIZES TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

Poseidon performs contract

Barge, LTD from other manufacturers.

Poseidon manufactures barges with

manufacturing and finishing for markets

Poseidon Barge prides itself on the principle

hull sizes of 4, 5, 7, and 10 ft tall. The

outside of the marine industry. We also

that the customer is assured that each

Poseidon P10 is the largest Sectional

can offer design services through our

and every barge section was built with the

Barge available that can be transported

engineering department.

attention focused on these core values.

over the road. Measuring 44 ft long x 11

Poseidon Barge, LTD is the only
Visit www.poseidonbarge.com or

ft wide and 10 ft tall, the P10 has floated

Sectional Barge Manufacturer that has

some of the largest cranes available. All

received their ISO 9001:2015 certification.

call 866.992.2743. Visit us on Facebook,

Poseidon Barges have patented roll form

High quality, repeatability, and focused on

LinkedIn, and YouTube.

decks that are rated for 20,000 lb/ft2 of
point load. That is four times the strength
of traditional ¼-inch deck plate.

PRODUCT LINE ACCESSORIES
Accessories for each specific product
line are also available. Spuds, spud
wells, deck cleats, rake sections,
hydraulic double drum winches, Sea Bee
Thruster units, and Push Boats are all
part of the product line available for rent
or purchase.
Poseidon Barge, LTD has a full
engineer staff led by an in-house
certified Naval Architect. Layouts and
Basic Stability Analysis are available for
each project based on the information
provided by the client.
Poseidon has recently added inhouse steel grit blasting and liquid
spray-painting booths to better serve its
customers with a premier product finish.
Large enough to accommodate the P10
barge, they are some of the largest
booths in the Midwestern United States.
Each booth is equipped with a 25-ton
crane for easy product handling.
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Salem Hydraulics
S

alem Hydraulics has been serving

sales, remanufacturing, and repair of

Whether you need a piston pump

the Hydraulic and Pneumatic,

many hydraulic Components such as

in North America, or a custom design

Mobile Construction, and

Hydraulic Attachments, (Hammers,

& built power unit system half way

Industrial Industries since 1978. Located

Breakers, Crushers, Sheers, Grapples,

around the world, we are ready to serve

within the Beautiful Shenandoah Valley

Compactors, etc.) Hydraulic Pumps &

you. We pride ourselves in supplying
the highest quality … Attachments,

At Salem Hydraulics, we take pride in being
a world leading supplier of very high quality
components, repairs as well as spare parts to keep
your projects and companies running smoothly.

Components, Parts, Service, and
Systems available. All at competitive
pricing. We hope to have the opportunity
to serve you soon!
Please feel free to contact us at any
time via phone, fax, or email as we look
forward to hearing from you. Our staff is
eagerly awaiting your call or email with
readiness to assist you.
Ph# (540)387-1318

in Salem Virginia, Salem Hydraulics

Motors, Hydraulic Valves, and Hydraulic &

has well over 100+ years combined

Pneumatic Cylinders for all major brands

experience and specializes in the

of equipment.

www.mcsmag.com

Ph# (800)727-7938
Fx# (540)389-4478
Email: Sales@SalemHydraulics.com
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Sunflower Boat & Barge
S

unflower Enterprises is the
mid-west’s provider of marine
construction equipment. Located

in the tri-state region, Sunflower has a
robust inventory of:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Truckable Sectional Barges
Crane and Spud Barges
Truckable Tugboats
Traditional Tugboats
Dredges
Two Drydocks

Sunflower Enterprises offers full
service marine rentals to support:

• Drilling and Dredging
• Bridge Repairs
• Riprap Operations

SUNFLOWER’S
BARGES CAN BE
ASSEMBLED INTO ANY
PLATFORM SHAPE TO
SUPPORT CRANE OR
EXCAVATOR WORK.

We can support your drilling jobs with
sectional barges of the following draft:
3 ft, 4 ft, 5 ft, and 7 ft. Shallow water or
heavy loads is not a problem; a drilling
platform of five 5 ft barges can support
150,000 lbs and draft only 2.3 ft. We have
several truckable tugboats in stock with
horsepower ranging from 300 hp to 600
hp. We offer support staff for drilling
operations. Our experienced crew will
mob/demob, assemble the equipment,
and run the tugboat for you.

Sunflower Enterprises drydocks

For more information, questions, or to

routinely accommodate USCG and

discuss your upcoming projects, you

USACE tugboats and barges for repair

can reach Sunflower Boat & Barge at

work. Sunflower has repowered four
vessels in the last 2 years on its drydocks

563.583.0556, or visit
www.sunflowerboatandbarge.com.

and supported over a dozen drilling jobs.

Available for Lease:
• Sectional Barges
• Spud Barges

from 75x32 to 195x70

• Hydraulic Dredges
• Truckable Tugboats
from 300 – 600 hp

• Traditional Tugboats
• Support Equipment

www.sunflowerboatandbarge.com • 563-583-0556
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Yokohama
Off-Highway Tires

The Right Tool For Any Challenge

Y

okohama Off-Highway Tires manufactures Yokohama
OTR, Alliance, Galaxy and Primex tires, providing
today’s contractors with one of the largest lineups of

construction tires in the world. Now, more than ever, those
choices are vital to profitability.
“In today’s construction industry, where labor is tight, costs
are climbing, and every minute counts, the right tire can make
a major contribution to the bottom line,” says Bruce Besancon,
vice president—marketing for Yokohama Off-Highway Tires
America, Inc.

ALL-STAR TEAM
“We pride ourselves on the versatility and durability of our
tires, and we also encourage contractors to zero in on specific
features that can really increase their productivity,” Besancon
notes. Yokohama Off-Highway Tires is rooted in a century of
leadership in tire technology.
“In tires, we help customers look at the environments they’re
working in to help find the tread pattern and compound that will
help them get the best performance and longest life,” Besancon
explains. “We also look at how much distance a piece of
machinery covers. Is a backhoe loader turning around from a pile
of gravel to load a dump truck a few yards away, or is it running
down the road from site to site during a shift? Travel distance
can make a huge difference when it comes to heat buildup,
which is extremely destructive to tires.
“Spending some time thinking about the conditions your tires
face and talking to your tire dealer about the compounds, tire
construction, and design technologies that are available now can
turn your tires into a great investment,” he adds.

COST PER HOUR
The right tire can boost equipment performance by transmitting
more horsepower to the ground, minimizing slip, reducing wear
and tear on the machine, and increasing speed. A smoothriding tire can also improve operator comfort, which has been
demonstrated to increase productivity.
Just as important, a tire with long service life and a reasonable
purchase cost can directly improve a construction company’s
profitability, Besancon points out.

www.mcsmag.com
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BedLock Safety
Products, LLC
BedLock Safety Products, LLC announces a positive

NEW FOR 2022

TWO CHAINS ARE
BETTER THAN ONE

improvement to the already tested and proven BedLock safety
support system. Its effective and successful chain-and-keyslot attachment system—as proven by the thousands of pairs
in use today—is now even more versatile. We are thrilled to

THE
ORIGINAL
PATENT
#6905174

announce that our safety support system will now be sold with
two hooked chains per brace, offering you maximum versatility
in securing the BedLock braces to the truck frame. Our patented
system and method of use is secured twice.
BedLock Safety Products, LLC, in keeping with our
commitment to offer only the finest and safest products to the

QTR ad

truck repair industry, is proud to reintroduce the BedLock safety
support system with two hooked chains per brace, and new
double key slot retention plate. This will be the standard offering
on all sizes of our BedLock safety device systems.
We appreciate your support and look forward to making the
truck repair industry a safer place to work.
For more information,
visit bedlocksafety.com.

PROVIDING SAFETY PRODUCTS THAT ARE UNIQUE, TESTED AND PROVEN

www.bedlocksafety.com ▲ 217-553-0963

CRSI
Join one of the Nation’s oldest trade associations and benefit
from CRSI’s technical expertise! CRSI members have priority
access to our team of experienced engineering professionals.
CRSI’s Region Managers’ purpose is to promote the use of
reinforced concrete and be a resource for our members.
Participate in CRSI’s technical committees. We are an
ANSI-accredited Standards Developer that produces documents
impacting your business. As a member of CRSI, you can help to
develop industry standards, publications, and provide input on
industry and association issues.
Network with current and potential customers. CRSI’s
conferences, seminars, educational programs, and social
events provide opportunities to build meaningful relationships
nationally and locally.
And, of course, there are Member discounts! CRSI members
receive discounts on all CRSI field publications, design guides,
and more. Associate Members (Contractors) can receive
discounted custom quotes on multi-license options (over 10
users) for digital versions of CRSI flagship publications.
For additional benefits and information on joining the Institute,
contact CRSI at 847.517.1200.
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Franmar
Get rid of messy asphalt buildup on your equipment or at the
jobsite safely, easily, and effectively. Franmar’s BEAN•e•doo®
300RE Asphalt Remover breaks down tough asphalts, polymers,
top coats, dressings and sealers on tools, trucks, and a variety
of other surfaces. Just spray on, let buildup soften, and remove

BEAN•E•DOO MAKES EASY
WORK OF TOUGH JOBS, WHILE
BEING BETTER FOR PEOPLE
AND THE PLANET!
with a pressured hose or power washer. Pre-apply BEAN•e•doo
to clean metal surfaces as a protectant and make cleanup even
simpler. No need for harsh, petroleum-based products when you
can use our low-odor, low-VOC formula made with soybeans.
Soy-based solvents are an affordable, superior alternative
because they can easily penetrate asphalt, coatings, grease, and
more, without noxious odors or side effects.

HitchDoc
The Sandpiper and Dual Dozer from HitchDoc help you get
more done, faster.

SANDPIPER
The Sandpiper’s self-loading, cutting edge lets you scoop sand
or other granular material directly into the hopper and spread it
quickly and easily.

DESIGNED WITH
THE CONTRACTOR IN MIND.
DUAL DOZER
The Dual Dozer features a dual-sided cutting edge and rearmounted wheels for finish grading in any direction, near
corners, and around pillars. Each attachment is manufactured
from American steel in the Midwest and can be easily
controlled from inside the skid steer.
HitchDoc sells through a trusted dealer network
and dealer opportunities are available.
For more information, visit www.hitchdoc.com.
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